Venus Bay Surf Life Saving Club
Nipper Parent/Guardian Handbook
Season 2022/2023

Welcome
Welcome back to all our returning nippers and a special welcome to new members who might be
participating for the first time.
Nippers is a critical step in becoming a surf lifesaver and making life-long friendships. Hopefully it will also be
the beginning of a long association with the Venus Bay Surf Lifesaving Club – a club you are all are very
much a part of, on and off the beach. We make every effort to ensure that the activities on the beach are
supported by a great social environment in the clubhouse, and we look forward to seeing you at as many of
these events as possible – both and members, and volunteers.
The club is a volunteer organisation, and we’ve grown substantially in membership over the last few years –
and in nipper numbers, which means we really do need more volunteers helping, whether it’s during nipper
days and during the summer more generally. There are plenty of ways you can help, and it doesn’t need to
take up much of your time.
This handbook hopefully contains all the information you need – there is a lot there, but we would ask you to
please read and understand it all, so we can spend as much time as possible on the beach this summer.
The great news is, we’re really hoping we leave many of the COVID challenges and arrangements in the
past and enjoy a great summer together. To help make that happen, we would ask you to be aware of a few
key points.
•

All nippers are required to have their swimming ability assessed prior to participating in the program
(Section 6). While the program is open to all irrespective of swimming ability, it is important to make
sure we know what the skills levels of all nippers are before they hit the waves. It’s important to note
there has been a change made to the assessments, with an additional requirement to be completed.

•

The nippers program goes is run over the Christmas/New Year period, however there are other
activities such as interclub carnivals outside this time. While we have tried to spread out the sessions
as much as possible over the two weeks, there are a few consecutive days, and a couple of
afternoon sessions to ensure we can deliver as many sessions as possible a possible, while also
working around the club’s other training and qualifying activities.
Please see the full calendar on the last page or on the club website.

•

Safety is the primary consideration for all activities undertaken by the club. This extends from having
the right number of qualified water safety members during beach activities to ensuring sun safety is
observed, as well as ensuring that everyone, from nippers and their parents, to water safety,
coaches, spectators follow the club’s codes of behaviour.

Nippers just wouldn’t happen without a huge group of people who volunteer their time, skill and passion
every year, including the parents and guardians who bring the nippers down to the beach – and we’d like to
share our thanks to all involved – but especially Nick Perry and Sharon Bonga who have led the nippers
program over the past four years, growing into the great program that it is today with 240+ nippers.
Finally, to all our nippers, have a great summer. Remember, everyone at the club, from your age managers
and water safety to the many other volunteers who help make this happen are here all to make sure you
have fun and stay safe. If you need help, have a question or just a little nervous, we’re all here to help.
We look forward to seeing you all on the beach over summer.
Mark Lloyd
President

Ben Growns
Director of Juniors

Venus Bay Surf Life Saving Club

Angela Dawson
Junior Co-ordinator

1. About Lifesaving
The primary mission of Victorian lifesaving clubs is to provide a safe and enjoyable aquatic experience for all
visitors to our beaches. Over the summer period (usually the end of November through to Easter) lifesaving
clubs and Lifeguards provide beach patrols at over 60 Victorian beaches on weekends and public holidays.
Victoria’s coastline and inland waterways are unique and their recreational opportunities endless. Life Saving
Victoria is keen to ensure that all visitors are aware of their own abilities and the potential dangers at the
beach. Lifesaving clubs train volunteer lifesavers in aquatic rescue and resuscitation techniques as well as
offering water safety education to the general beach going public.
Since the early 1900’s lifesaving clubs have been an integral part of Australia’s coastal and inland
waterways, with volunteers providing education and training in lifesaving activities, as well as providing the
iconic ‘swim between the red and yellow flags’ patrolled areas. Lifesaving clubs harness the support of local
communities and use a network of support services such as the Westpac Lifesaver Rescue Helicopter and
Drone Service, Rescue Watercraft and Marine Search and Rescue boats to ensure the safety of the nation’s
waterway users.

1.1. Venus Bay Surf Lifesaving Club
Venus Bay Surf Life Saving Club is a small family orientated club, which is located at the top of Surf Drive,
Beach No.1, Venus Bay. At Venus Bay SLSC, we pride ourselves on our inclusive club culture and always
welcome new members.
The club was established in 1961 when the Venus Bay village became a holiday location to provide a safe
swimming environment to the newly established township. We currently have approximately 855 members.
Of these, approximately 130 are active members who participate in the club’s patrol roster.

1.2. Venus Bay Beach
Venus Bay is in the top 5 of the most dangerous beaches in Victoria. Due to the changing nature of the
beach, the location of safe swimming spots varies. Patrols can be located up to 200m east or west of the
ramp depending on the location of the rips. The signs of rips are usually but not always indicated by the
following:
•

Discoloured brown water

•

Foam extending beyond the break

•

Waves breaking further out (both sides)

•

Debris floating seaward

•

A rippled appearance on the surface of the water

During the nippers program, each day the nipper group assesses the beach, aiming to recognise the signs of
rips and to locate the safest place to swim. This is a critical skill contributing to safely swimming at any surf
beach.
The safest time to be in the water is when the surf is 1-2ft, and after low tide and before high tide. When the
tide starts going out this is when the rips increase in intensity. It is recommended only swimming when the
beach is patrolled.
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2. Introduction to Nippers Education Program
Life Saving Victoria aims to encourage all children to achieve, do their best and develop to their full potential,
whilst learning new skills and having fun. We encourage participation in all activities.
The vision for Nippers is to provide a safe and friendly environment where both nippers and parents can
learn and enhance their knowledge about lifesaving and to prepare our Nippers to be future patrolling
members.
There are 12,000+ Nippers here in Victoria. Nippers start learning about surf and inland waterway
awareness, and safety through the Nipper Education Program. They are also participating in board paddling,
swimming, running, wading and other activities and games, that will assist Nippers to become future
lifesavers.
Surf awareness and education is a primary aim of the program. Children are taught from the youngest age
how to respect and read the surf and to use it to their advantage. This is done in an environment of fun,
healthy lifestyle and camaraderie which is unique to lifesaving.

2.1. Our Aims
Venus Bay SLSC Nipper Program aims to encourage all children to achieve, do their best and develop to
their full potential, whilst learning new skills and having fun. We encourage participation in all activities.
The vision for our nippers program is to provide a safe and friendly environment where both nippers and
parents can learn and enhance their knowledge about surf life saving and to prepare our nippers to be
patrolling members of our club.

2.2. The Nipper Program
There are more than 60,000 junior surf lifesavers (nippers) in Australia, over 10,000 here in Victoria with over
240 at VBSLSC. Nippers start learning about surf awareness and safety through the Surf Life Saving
Education Program (Surf Ed). They are also able to participate in board paddling, swimming, running,
wading and other activities and games.
The main aims of the nippers program are to:
•

Develop surf awareness

•

Increase confidence and skills in beach related activities

•

Offer training to those wanting to pursue competition or awards

•

Instil and re-enforce sun smart philosophies

•

Encourage enjoyable and healthy participation

•

Progress members towards surf awards for relevant age groups

•

Promote a positive non-threatening environment

•

Meet new friends

Practising these skills also allows the children to compete in Club and State Carnivals while representing
their clubs. Venus Bay SLSC offers a program of surf awareness, skills coaching, and competition over
various levels, similar to the events Australia’s Surf Life Savers compete in.
While competition is an important element, participation through the surf awareness and education aspect is
the primary aim of the nipper program. Children are taught from the youngest age how to respect and read
the surf and to use it to their advantage. This is done in an environment of fun, healthy lifestyle and
camaraderie which is unique to surf lifesaving.

2.3. Nipper Age Groups – Season 2022-23
Age
Date Ranges

Surf Education Award

U6

1/10/2016 – 30/09/2017

Surf Play One U6

U7

1/10/2015 – 30/09/2016

Surf Play Two U7

U8

1/10/2014 – 30/09/2015

Surf Aware One U8

U9

1/10/2013 – 30/09/2014

Surf Aware Two U9

U10

1/10/2012 – 30/09/2013

Surf Safe One U10

U11

1/10/2011 – 30/09/2012

Surf Safe Two U11

U12

1/10/2010 – 30/09/2011

Surf Smart One U12

U13

1/10/2009 – 30/09/2010

Surf Smart Two U13

U14

1/10/2008 – 30/09/2009

SRC U14

Note:

§

A child cannot be classed as a member until they turn 5 years old (e.g., if a child turns 5 on 1
November, they cannot partake in any activities until that date)

§

Child who turns 5 after 30 September in the current season will be required to join as an U6, for
the current and following season
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2.4. Registration & Records
All new members must complete a Registration Form online. Details of approved applicants are
entered into the Surf Lifesaving database Surfguard. Any Medical Information must be given to the
Junior Coordinator and kept with the relevant Age Group Managers at all times.
Please note all records are centrally maintained through the Surf Lifesaving Association. You will have
an account with an individual password and username that continues throughout your time with the
association.
It is a requirement that all nipper parents have a Working with Children Check, and that the parent or
legal guardian of the nipper during the progam is a current member of the Venus Bay Surf Lifesaving
Club.

2.5. On The Day
Each Nipper Session follows a structured plan. In general, the program will run as follows:
•

Nippers and one parent or guardian to meet at the allocated area for sign in and any special
instructions and/or announcements.

•

A nipper parent/guardian is required to be on the beach, and with the nipper group at all times,
whilst the program is running.

•

A Beach Education discussion will take place prior to commencement of activities.

•

All Nippers and parents are to assist with packing up gear, returning it to the Clubhouse, washing
it and putting it away.

•

No nipper is to leave or be removed from their age group without notifying the Age Manger.
Nippers must be signed out at end of each session, and club cap removed.

2.6. Required items
Nippers will need to have the following items for each session:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Club cap
Club Hi-vis rash vest (pink fluoro)
Bathers
Towel
Rash vest or protective top covering the shoulders
Wide brim or bucket style hat or legionnaire style cap
Sun block (at least SPF 30+) already applied
Water bottle (filled with water only)

Optional items
•
•
•

Dry clothes for after nipper program session
Wetsuit (optional but recommended for colder days)
Goggles (recommended for swimming)

Club caps, club hi-vis rash vests, bathers, rash vest and wide brim hats (as well as other items) are
available for purchase at the club.
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Please label all belongings clearly, with nipper’s name, including back of high vis pinkie, and
club cap straps.

2.7. Nipper Skills
Nipper skills builds progressively on skill development from U6-U13 in beach, water and lifesaving
activities. The activities are designed to provide Nippers the skills to be safe around open water and
prepare them to complete their Surf Rescue Certificate.
Beach Activities
•
•
•
•
•

Beach Sprints
Beach Relay
Beach Run
Beach Flags
Nipper Games

Water Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wading
Dolphin Diving
Surf Race
Boards
Aquacameron -U8+
Run-Swim-Run - U8+
Board Relay - U10+
Ironman/Ironwoman - U11+
Board Rescue - U12+
Tube Rescue - U12+

2.8. Nipper Education
Nipper Education progressively builds on knowledge development from U6 - U13. Lessons are
designed to educate Nippers to be safe around the open water environment and provide basic
knowledge to prepare them to complete their Surf Rescue Certificate.
Topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Lifesaving
Personal Safety Network
Know the Beach
Our Beach Environment
Eat, Drink and Exercise
Play It Safe in the Water
First Aid
Becoming a Lifesaver
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3. Preliminary Swim Assessments
Being able to swim competently is an integral part of making children safe at the beach as well as
allowing them to actively participate and enjoy lifesaving activities.
We do recognise that swimming in the ocean is a new experience for many children and that even
competent pool swimmers can find this challenging at first. Our aim is to encourage children and to
help develop their confidence and skills swimming in the ocean, as well as provide surf and inland
waterway education.
Preliminary swim assessments are a risk management procedure that is in place to ensure nippers
are fit and able to meet the minimum requirements for safety of the nipper program. The evaluations
consist of floatation, submersion & propulsion.
These will be completed at the beginning of the program so we
can determine how many Nippers can go in the water at once
and if anyone will need extra support in the water activities.
Should your child not meet the minimum requirements one-onone water safety will be provided (if there is sufficient number of
water safety available), otherwise your child can participate in
land-based activities only, and we will work with your child to
meet the minimum requirements.
Please note: Nippers is not a learn-to-swim program. We strongly encourage you to enrol your
children in “learn to swim” classes depending on their current ability.
Every Nipper is required to complete the preliminary assessment for their age group before
participating in any nipper activities.
Swim assessments can be completed a qualified and accredited swim coach, who can sign off the
skills pool assessment form available www.vbslsc.org.au.
Swimming coaches are required to provide their Australian Swimming Teachers and Coaches
Associate (ASTCA) number, their name and email address and the name of the children who have
successfully completed the swim.
In addition, assessments can be completed by an LSV accredited foundation, development, or
performance coach or a LSV accredited core, technical, senior or performance official.
They must be familiar with the process of reasonable adjustment, and be proficient in SRC (at
minimum) and understand the requirements, with a minimum age of 17 years.
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3.1. Preliminary Swim Assessments
2022/2023 Junior Evaluation Preliminary Assessment for Pool Setting
Age
Group
Under 6

Propulsion Requirement

Floatation Requirement

Submersion Requirement

From a standing position in
waist deep water perform a
front glide and recover to a
secure position.

Perform a back float for 15
seconds whilst holding a
buoyant aid and recover to a
secure position.

Submerge to retrieve object from
bottom of pool with hands (e.g., dive
ring).

Under 7

From a standing position in
waist deep water perform a
front glide, kick for 3m and
recover to a secure position.

Perform a back float for 30
seconds whilst holding a
buoyant aid and recover to a
secure position.

Submerge to retrieve object from
bottom of pool.

Under 8

25m swim (any stroke).

1 minute survival float (on
back).

Submerge to retrieve object from
bottom of pool with hands (e.g., dive
ring).

Under 9

25m swim (any stroke).

1 minute survival float (on back) Submerge to retrieve object from
bottom of pool.

Under 10 25m swim (freestyle/front
crawl).

1½ minute survival float (on
back).

Submerge to retrieve object from
bottom of pool with hands (e.g., dive
ring).

Under 11 50m swim (freestyle/front
crawl).

2-minute survival float (on
back).

Under 12 100m swim (freestyle/front
crawl).

2-minute survival float (on
back).

Submerge to perform forward or
backward roll/somersault
underwater, recover to surface,
retrieve object from bottom of pool
with hands (e.g., dive ring).
Submerge to perform forward or
backward roll/somersault
underwater, recover to surface,
retrieve object from bottom of pool
with hands (e.g., dive ring).

Under 13 150m swim (freestyle/front
crawl).

3-minute survival float (on
back).

Submerge to perform forward or
backward roll/somersault
underwater, recover to surface,
retrieve object from bottom of pool
with hands (e.g., dive ring).

Under 14 200m swim (freestyle/front
crawl) in less than 5 minutes.

3-minute survival float (on
back).

Submerge to perform forward or
backward roll/somersault
underwater, do not recover to
surface, retrieve object from bottom
of water with hands (e.g., dive ring)

Please note - Minimum depth of safe aquatic environment – 1 metre
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4. Board Use
Nipper boards are provided for the use of members during the Nipper Sessions and for club sanctioned training
(approval is required). These boards cost $800 each and are easily damaged. Dropping boards or using rope
to tie boards on vehicles will damage them. Members are expected to treat this equipment with the appropriate
level of respect to ensure that it remains in a condition suitable for ongoing instruction.
We appreciate your support to ensure the clubs equipment is well maintained to ensure all our juniors have
access to the best possible training.
VBSLSC has a range of nipper boards for use during sessions. Our newly purchased fibreglass boards are for
competition and competition training only. Nipper boards are not to be used outside of club training or nippers.

Venus&Bay&SLSC&Board&Care&
DO&

✔

Always'carry'your'board,'if'you'can’t'carry'it'by'
yourself,'carry'it'with'a'friend'
'
Place'boards'on'grass/
sand'or'cover/towel''
with&ﬁn&side&up.&&&
&
Keep'in'shade'if'possible'
'

Wash'boards'with'
water'a=er'use'

Travel'with'boards'in'covers'or'with'
protecAon'between'roof'rack'and'board.'
Use'ﬂat'Ae'downs.'

✗'

DON’T&
Do'not'drag'boards'
(even'on'sand)'

Do'not'leave'boards'
'on'hard'surfaces'

Do'not'sit'or'
stand'on'
boards'

Do'not'Ae'boards'on'
roof'with'rope'or'onto'
racks'without'
protecAon'underneath'

Report&any&damage&immediately&to&the&Nipper&Session&Co<ordinator/&Board&Steward&

5. Swimming Policy
Being able to swim competently is an integral part of making children safe at the beach as well as allowing them
to actively participate and enjoy surf life saving activities. The nippers program is not a “learn to swim” program.
We strongly encourage you to enrol your children in “learn to swim” classes depending on their current ability.
We do recognise that swimming in the ocean is a new experience for many children and that even competent
pool swimmers can find this challenging at first. Our aim is to encourage children and to help develop their
confidence and skills swimming in the ocean as well as provide surf education.

6. Safety
Safety is our priority for all activities including beach and water activities.

6.1. Safeguarding Children and Young People
LSV takes seriously its responsibility to deliver a safe, fair and inclusive environment for Children & Young People
involved in lifesaving.
Life Saving Victoria is committed to the Safeguarding of Children and Young People (SCYP) and acknowledges a
safeguarding organisation doesn’t just happen; it requires conscious action to protect children from harm.
It is imperative that we provide a safe and supportive environment for children and young people, that focus’ on
fun, education and building the confidence of our people through positive learning and development.
LSV’s core values include being open, welcome and inclusive and building stronger and safer communities for
everyone. LSV empowers and expects all employees, members, board members, affiliated Clubs, consultants,
contractors and licensees, to create and maintain a safe culture for children and young people.
LSV is committed to reducing the risks of abuse and harm to children and young people, and will ensure all staff;
members, affiliated Clubs, consultants, contractors and licensees understand and adhere to the SCYP Policy and
Procedure, relevant legislation, and statutory requirements.
For more information on LSV’s Child Safe and reporting policies head to: Child Safety | Life Saving Victoria
(lsv.com.au)

6.2. Safeguarding Children and Young People Awareness
Training
LSV recommends that all Members over the age of 18 or any Member in a position of authority (ie. Age
Managers) should undertake the Safeguarding Children and Young People Awareness Online module prior to the
season commencement and refresh every two years.
The Safeguarding Children and Awareness Module provides participants with an awareness of child abuse and
child protection and the confidence to be able to take appropriate action when they become concerned with the
safety of a child.
Click here to view to user guide of where to access the Safeguarding Children and Young People Awareness
Course

6.3. Water Safety
We endorse the Surf Life Saving Australia Water Safety Policy 1.1 (which can be found on the SLSA website).
We cannot commence any activity unless there is the correct number of water safety officers. To be a water
safety officer you need to hold a current Bronze Medallion or Surf Rescue Certificate. This is a great way to
become involved with your children and we require all possible assistance. We regularly run courses, so please
contact us if you are interested.
Please note that parents are not to accompany swimmers unless they are qualified.
The minimum ratio for water safety for nippers is between one (1) qualified adult to five (5) children or ten (10)
children for low risk activities. All water safety officers should wear an orange cap/vest during water activities and
must sign the Patrol Log or Water Safety Log Book at the commencement of each nipper session.

6.4. Sun Safety
We aim to teach children about all aspects of surf/beach safety, including sun protection. We encourage all
participants and spectators to follow these procedures:
•
•
•
•

•

Seek shade wherever possible
Wear a long sleeve top
Wear a wide brimmed hat, bucket style hat or legionnaire style cap to protect face, ears and back of neck
Use a maximum protection broad spectrum sunscreen (at least SPF 30+) even on overcast days and reapply after water activities
Slip, Slop, Slap and Wrap

6.5. Medical Conditions
The Junior Coordinator and Age Group Manager must be notified of any medical conditions or special needs on
renewal of membership or at the commencement of the nipper program.

6.6. Dangerous Conditions
Dangerous conditions will include:
•
•
•
•

Extreme low or extreme high weather temperatures
High or strong winds
Rough or dangerous seas
Any other condition which causes concern for the safe participation of all members

It should be assumed that the nipper program will proceed regardless of the inclement conditions. Activities will
be modified to take account of conditions and to ensure the safe participation of all members. For example, on
wet days an alternate program may be run in the clubhouse.
In the rare event that it is deemed necessary to cancel a programmed nipper session this will be at the discretion
of the Director of Juniors, Junior Co-ordinator, the Water Safety Co-ordinator and/or the on duty Patrol Captain.
In such a case the Junior Coordinator will advise parents of the cancellation as soon as practicable by the Club
App and at the notice board at the club.

6.7. COVID Safe Nippers
COVID Safe Key Principles

We are committed to keeping all members of the club safe, and we thank you for your support and understanding
in these changing times.
Nippers will operate based on our COVIDSafe plans, in line with the Victorian Government Roadmap.

6.8. Staying safe
We are asking all parents / carers to support us to meet government requirements and stay safe by:
• Staying at home if you or your child have any COVID-19 symptoms or are unwell
• Practicing good hygiene
• Wearing a face mask in line with Government regulations
• Going directly to your allocated group areas
• Maintaining physical distancing while spectating, both in and around the clubhouse and on the beach
• Bringing your own sunscreen, water bottles and towels to avoid sharing
• Adopt an ‘arrive, participate, and leave’ approach – get ready and shower at home. We are committed
to keeping all members of the club safe, and we thank you for your support and understanding in these
changing times.

6.9. Age Group Managers
All age groups will be allocated Age Group Managers (AGMs), who are parents or VBSLSC members, who have
volunteered to manage the age group and are responsible for the coordination of activities at the nipper program.
We strongly encourage any person who is keen to assist to speak to the Junior Coordinator.
All AGMs must:
• Be current registered members of the club
• Have a Working with Children check
• Be a minimum 18 years of age
• Have completed the Age Managers Course and safeguarding children

6.10.Insurance
All members who sign the membership form, pay the club’s designated fees, and are proficient in their
age/category requirements are insured under Life Saving Victoria’s policy. This includes participation in club
training and competing at sanctioned LSV events. For further details, please contact the Junior Coordinator at
Venus Bay SLSC (refer to website) or LSV on 9676 6900.
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7. Summary of Junior Surf Education Awards
The Junior Development Program pathway enhances knowledge and skills through planned learning outcomes
that are tailored to each of the age groups. This ensures the content is relevant and in line with lifesaving and surf
sports most up to date training standards and most of all exciting!
Nippers only need to be actively involved in the training to be eligible for an award. We believe this is the best
way to introduce children to surf life saving where fun takes priority over being ‘tested’. There is a surf education
award for each age group.
The Surf Rescue Certificate (SRC) is the introductory award for patrolling members of the club. This is usually
obtained as an U14 member and requires assessment which includes:
•

Written or oral examination

•

Performance of basic skills

•

Simulation of rescue scenarios

Below is a summary of each of the surf education awards:
Surf Play 1 & 2 (Under 6 – ORANGE FLAG & Under 7- LIGHT BLUE FLAG)
The emphasis in these age groups is to allow for nippers to have fun and experience a small taste of surf
lifesaving. Activities and games will be the main aim of sessions, with a number of simple beach safety and
awareness lessons available such as: guidelines, the importance of having an adult with them at the beach, what
a lifesaver is and what they do, wading, beach sprinting and beach flags.
They may participate in shallow water activities only and may not under any circumstances
Surf Aware 1 (Under 8 – RED FLAG)
Surf Aware 1 is all about understanding, identifying and demonstrating sun smart guidelines and dangers that
relate to themselves, as well as what it means to feel safe. Nippers learn to recognise when they or someone
else is, in an emergency situation and how to get help. Ecosurf discusses the beach environment and
communities surf lifesavers operate in. Surf sports skills focus on; body-boarding, wading, dolphin-diving, beach
sprint starts and beach flags starts.
Surf Aware 2 (Under 9 – PURPLE FLAG)
Surf Aware 2 builds on Surf Aware 1. Personal Safety Networks are introduced so participants are comfortable
asking for help. Ecosurf talks about the impact surf lifesavers can have on the beach. Safety of self steps up on a
gear by introducing safety tips and the ability to identify hazardous surf conditions. As an U9, participants can
begin to use a nipper board, so basic board positioning and paddling is introduced. Other surf sports skills focus
on; body boarding, sand running technique and diving for a beach flag.
Surf Safe (Under 10 - YELLOW FLAG)
The first of the Surf Safe Awards, Surf safe 1 begins to get a little more specific in its lessons introducing a
number of new topics. Ecosurf focuses on water conservation and in sun safety; the spotlight is on the
consequences of skin damage. Participants learn about rips, recognising unsafe behaviours and relating these
areas to preventative actions. Resuscitation is introduced for the first time with an opportunity to experience CPR
on a manikin. Rescue techniques are also introduced for the first time as participants learn to use the body
boards to assist distressed swimmers and experience rescue tubes. Surf sports skills focus on; entering and
negotiating the surf on a board and beach relay baton changes.
Surf Safe 2 (Under 11- WHITE FLAG)
Surf Safe 2 takes a significant step up in the level of content. As U11’s they have the ability to learn more
technical aspects of lifesaving and are able to be more physical in surf sports skills. Participants are encouraged
to persist when needing help and Ecosurf gets into energy conservation. There is a strong focus on recognising
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‘at risk’ people and recognising and managing patients requiring a range of basic first aid and CPR. There is also
a strong section on communication, both interpersonal and through beach signage. Surf Sports Skills focus on;
board dismounts, catching waves on a board, board relay, surf swimming techniques, crouching beach sprints
starts and ironman/iron women and cameron relay transitions.
Surf Smart 1 (Under 12 – NAVY BLUE FLAG)
Surf Smart 1 continues similar to Surf Safe 2. Participants begin to learn about their rights and responsibilities as
a member of SLSA. The Ecosurf lesson looks at how hot weather impacts on the beach environment. Personal
health, wellbeing and sun safety is focused on skin cancer and staying fit and healthy respectively. The role of
patrols is first introduced to this award as is the managing of rips and using them to assist in rescues. Some more
signals are introduced that complement the first set previously learnt. Board skills come into play as participants
learn how to conduct a board recue. The focus of surf sports skills is to complete all the skills in each skill set and
includes; rolling under waves on a board, diving under large waves, beach sprint arm and leg drive and beach
flag race strategies.
Surf Smart 2 (Under 13 – GREEN FLAG)
The last of the junior development awards, Surf Smart 2 looks to wrap up the skills and knowledge learnt in all
previous awards. Participants learn about what the SLSA Member Safety and Wellbeing Policy is, and in Ecosurf
they tackle the issues of Global Warming and Climate Change and how they will impact on surf life saving. Surf
safety is wrapped up into the 10 Surf Safety Tips, Communication focuses on the importance of communicating
with beach users, patrols identifies other professional emergency services and participants will experience
performing a tube rescue. The focus of surf sports skills is on brining all the skills learnt in the previous awards
together to participate in an event for each of the disciplines: board race, board rescue, surf race, run- swim-run,
beach sprint, beach relay, beach flags, ironman/ iron woman and cameron relay.
Surf Rescue Certificate (Under 14 – BLACK FLAG)
When participants progress from the junior development awards and/or reach the age of 13 they are eligible to
study for and gain their Surf Rescue Certificate. This extends their knowledge and skills developed to date to be
ultimately qualified to participate in surf lifesaving patrols. Participants will usually continue to be involved in the
nipper program during this year continuing to increase their surf sports skills whist enjoying the camaraderie and
friendships they have developed throughout nippers. This provides them with the pathway to move into the senior
ranks in the current and/or following season.
Starfish Program
Starfish Nippers is a lifesaving skills program designed for children and young adults with a disability 6 years and
older, providing them with beach safety and water awareness skills.
The program provides participants with a safe and supportive environment, involving their parents, and building
their surf skills so they can have confidence in the water with their siblings, friends and others on the beach. This
program is run entirely by volunteers from the club and runs along-side the nipper program each year.
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8. Competition and Carnivals
8.1. Informal Competition
We encourage all nippers to achieve, do their best, and develop to their full potential, whilst having fun. Challenging
competition is just one element of this development process.

8.2. Formal Competition
We also encourage formal competition for nippers in under 9-14 through inter-club carnivals. There are regular
season carnivals, Regional Championships followed by Junior State Championships. To compete, nippers must have
achieved their Competition Skills Evaluation which is compulsory for U12 – U14 nippers who wish to compete in ANY
event, and for U9 to U11 nipper who wish to compete in water events. This is to ensure capability of completing the
competition course safely and in a reasonable time.
As part of our commitment towards developing our nippers, we engage specialist coaches to help train and develop
those nippers who compete at carnivals.
To ensure the safety of all nippers when competing in a carnival, the Age Group Manager will only enter
nippers who have achieved their competition skills evaluation for their relevant age group.
A database has been developed for all nippers interested in competing. Please let us know if you are interested in
joining the competition team and we will add you to this list.
At least one parent of each competing nipper must be trained as an Official, which will allow the club to meet its
requirements at carnivals and to share the load of this job. Courses are run either through LSV or at Venus Bay SLSC.
Please talk to the Junior Coordinator for more information.
For those interested in formal competition a separate Competition Handbook is available to provide you with more
information.

8.3. Junior Sport Competition
Sport competition began as and continues to be a way for our lifesavers to maintain the skills and physical abilities
required to be a lifesaver. There are a wide range of opportunities available for members interested in participating in
lifesaving sport.
The skills learned in the Nipper program are based on key lifesaving skills and many will be part of competition events.
There are a number of carnivals run throughout the season for nippers to participate in.
From the age of 8 (Under 9), junior members can begin to compete in swimming and board events at junior carnivals.
To ensure that all juniors have the ability, strength and fitness required to complete the course they must pass the
Competition Skills Evaluation specific for their age group, as determined by SLSA.

9. Parent Involvement – How can I get involved?
Lifesaving is a fantastic community organisation to be a part of, offering opportunities for the whole family to be
involved in programs from grassroots to competition level. Nippers relies on the support of its members & parent
helpers; no lifesaving knowledge is necessary as you will learn alongside your Nipper. This may include setup and
pack down of the beach/activities, becoming a qualified Age Manager, becoming a qualified water safety officer, or
assisting with the Nipper Admin App.
Please note: a nipper parent/guardian is required to be on the beach and with the nipper group at all times,
whilst the program is running.
Role

Overview

Age
Manager

An Age Manager has the
overall responsibility of a
Nipper Age Group and an
introduction role to support the
running of the program.
They are responsible for
facilitating the development of
surf lifesaving skills and for the
overall safety and wellbeing of
their age group.
Age Managers are required to
complete an online or face to
face course and then complete
2 practical sessions prior to
gaining accreditation.
Click here for instructions of
how to access the Age
Manager Online course
Click here for instructions of
how to access the
Safeguarding Children and
Young People Awareness
Course

Age
Manager
Assistant

Water
Safety

An Age Manager Assistant is
someone who assists the Age
Manager and is able to step in
and manager the group if the
Age Manager is away.

Water safety requirements are
1:5 therefore the number of
water safety personnel will
determine the number of
nippers who are able to enter
the water at any one time.

Pre – requisites
•

Be 18 years or older

•

Be a financial member of a Life Saving
Club

•

Hold a current Working with Children
Check with details recorded in
SurfGuard

•

Completed the online Safeguarding
Children and Young People awareness
course

•

Completed the online or face to face
Age Managers Course

•

Undertake a minimum of two on-thebeach mentoring sessions with an Age
Manager Mentor

•

No lifesaving experience necessary

•

Be 16 years or older

•

Be a financial member of a Life Saving
Club

•

Hold a current Working with Children
Check with details recorded in
SurfGuard

•

Completed the online Safeguarding
Children and Young People awareness
course

•

Bronze Medallion

•

Be a financial member of a Life Saving
Club
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•

Hold a current Working with Children
Check with details recorded in
SurfGuard

•

Complete the online Safeguarding
Children and Young People awareness
course

BBQ*

Parents who cook the BBQ for
post nipper sessions

•

Hold a current Working with Children
Check with details recorded in
SurfGuard

Set up /

Parent helpers who do assist
setting up and packing up all
the beach activities

•

Hold a current Working with Children
Check with details recorded in
SurfGuard

Assisting the Nippers
Coordinator with administration
of the Nippers program

•

Hold a current Working with Children
Check with details recorded in
SurfGuard

pack up

Nipper
Admin
Assistance
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10.

Codes of Behaviour

Parents, Caregivers & Spectators’ Code of Behaviour
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remember that children participate in sport for their enjoyment and development
Encourage children to participate, do not force them
Focus on the child’s efforts
Encourage children to play according to the rules and settle disagreements without resorting to hostility or
violence
Never ridicule or yell at a child
Appreciate good performances by all participants
Respect officials' decisions
Show appreciation for coaches, age managers, officials and administrators
Respect the rights and dignity of others

Junior Member Code of Behaviour
Please take time to discuss this code of behaviour with your child:
• Play by the rules
• Do not argue with an official
• Control your temper
• Work hard for yourself and your team
• Treat all participants as you would like to be treated
• Cooperate with your coach, Age Group Manager, teammates and opponents
• Participate for your own enjoyment
• Respect the rights and dignity of all other participants
• Respect the equipment you use
• Respect the club house
• Be a good sport and applaud all good performances
Coaches/Officials’ Code of Behaviour
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Remember that young people participate for pleasure and winning is only part of the fun
Never ridicule or yell at a young competitor for making a mistake or not coming first
Be reasonable in your demands on a competitor’s time, energy and enthusiasm
Operate within the rules and spirit of surf lifesaving and teach your competitors to do the same
Ensure that the time competitors spend with you is a positive experience. All young people are deserving of
equal attention and opportunities
Afford all competitors equal time
Ensure that equipment and facilities meet the safety standards and are appropriate to the age and ability of all
competitors
Display control, respect and professionalism to all involved with surf lifesaving. This includes opponents,
coaches, officials, administrators, the media, parents and spectators. Encourage competitors to do the same.
Obtain appropriate qualifications and keep up to date with the latest coaching practices and the principles of
growth and development of young people
Any physical contact with a young person should be appropriate to the situation and necessary for the
competitor’s skill development
Respect the rights, dignity and worth of every young person regardless of their gender, ability, cultural
background or religion
Treat each competitor as an individual. Respect the talent, development stage and goals of each competitor,
and help each competitor reach their full potential
Don't interfere with the progress and/or conduct of competition unless called to do so by another official
Abide by the officials' decisions
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11.

Key Contacts for the Nipper Program

Ben Growns – Director of Juniors
nippers@vbslsc.org.au
0416 066 629
Angela Dawson – Nippers Program Co-ordinator
VBnippercoordinator@gmail.com
0406 948 204
Marty McCorriston – Director of Competition
competition@vbslsc.org.au
0477053007

12.

Further information

Website: Venus Bay SLSC has an informative website that is updated regularly. In particular, please see the website
for the latest club calendar. Http://www.vbslsc.org.au
Club App: The club app is available from Apple and Google app stores
Facebook: Many members also join the Venus Bay SLSC Facebook page which is another important communication
stream for club news (social media link on website).
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13.

Nipper Education Program Details

Session 1

Tuesday 27 December 2022 – 9am start

Session 2

Wednesday 28 December 2022 – 3pm start (followed by welcome event and happy hour)

Session 3

Friday 30 December 2022 – 8.30am start

Session 4

Friday 31 December 2022 – 8.30am start, followed by fundraising tin raffle – all ages involved

Session 5

Monday 2 January 2023 – 8.30am start

Session 6

Wednesday 4 January 2023 – 3pm start (followed by Marketta)

Session 7

Thursday 5 January 2023 – 8.30am start

Session 8

Saturday 7 January – 8.30am start – Club Championships

Presentation

Saturday 7 January – afternoon/early evening TBC
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